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The incognito 

fashion of Am and 

Luna!

They are so cute! 

Their personality 

stands out with the 

hats and the 

glasses!

They enjoyed the 

leisure time at 

Odaiba, Tokyo!

I should also try out 

some new fashion...



Episode 16: Vanguard Girls’ Meet

Watch the latest episodes online now!
DAISUKI: http://www.daisuki.net/

Crunchyroll: http://www.crunchyroll.com/
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/CARDFIGHTVanguard
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* The trial deck 
image for G-TD08 is 
for the Japanese 
edition. The English 
edition packaging 
will be different.



Meteokaiser, Victor

Victor has evolved into a Grade 4 unit!

When this unit’s attack hits a vanguard, choose up to one 
of your rear-guards, stand it , and it gets Power +5000. 
Because you need pay the cost by turning a face down 
card from your G zone with the same card name to face 
up, you can quickly achieve GB2.

When GB3 is achieved, you may stand one of your rear-
guards and have it got Power +5000, just by attacking the 
vanguard!
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Extreme Battler, Malyaki

A Nova Grappler unit that gives the new ability 

“Rush” to the other units in the same column!

If the unit put to stand attacks a vanguard, up to two of 
your units may get Power +4000!

What is Rush?
It is an ability that activates when your unit stands due 
to a card’s effect, and it gains new abilities and a power 
increase until end of turn.
Of course, it works with your stand trigger’s effect too!
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Cardfight!! Vanguard G

GIRS Crisis

Episode 17: Shion Versus Ace

Next update:
Thu, February 11 [English Translation]

Look forward to next week’s episode too!


